Throughout my 35 years in the work force I have been taxed in every way possible, on my income, my savings, my bonus, and my property. I would like to say I have paid every tax possible, but my representatives in Washington and the White House administration keep finding ways to invent new taxes. The list of taxes I have paid is still quite long, taxes on income, social security, Medicare, capital gains, interest, and AMT, just to name the largest. Despite the heavy tax burden combined with low wage growth and rising living expenses I have been able to save some money in a 401K which my same representatives in government have told me would be mine in retirement. I strongly oppose any change to the one income stream I can control once I do retire. It is time for everyone in Washington to realize the spending and redistribution of wealth problem our representatives have created and fix that problem before finding new ways to penalize those, like me, that have already paid more than their fair share.
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